
HOLISTIC THERAPY & ANIMAL 
COMMUNICATION

Health, peace, & joy for the pet you love

Health Issues
Anxiety or Agitation 
Depression
Unexplained behavior
New animal or person in
the home
Moving
Past trauma or abuse 
Recently rescued 
End of life care
Or are you simply
curious why your souls
came together?

leahdietzen@
hotmai l .com

Simply send a picture of your pet and
family members.  All work is done
remotely over the phone.  Leah will
tune into your pet and act as a conduit
on their behalf 

Behaviors and symptoms are on the surface. 
 Get to the root of an issue & ensure your pet is

living it's happiest and healthiest life. 

Book a 360 degree therapy session with animal communicator,
pranic healer, and behavioral trainer Leah Dietzen

2 After background and questions, Leah
facilitates a behavioral, physical, &
energetic assessment, identifying the
root cause of symptoms and behaviors 

3 Leah provides a plan of action that
includes behavioral and training tips,
pranic energy healing for your pet (and
you if needed), and information that
clarifies how to honor the soul journey &
connection of you and your pet moving
forward 

Leah saved my cat 's  l i fe  when
we thought  euthanas ia  was  our
only  choice .   Her  abi l i ty  to  tune
in  and t ransform is  beaut i fu l .
-  Nata lya ,  Humboldt ,  CA 

3 Steps to Holistic Health, Happiness, and
a Deeper Connection with your pet

WhatsApp/Signal :  
+  1  (949)  394 -  4013 

1

WhatsApp/S ignal :   
+  1  (949)  394 -  4013  leahdietzen .com

Is your pet experiencing
any of the following? 

Book a  sess ion now for  your  pet 's
u l t imate  health  and happiness  



CASE STUDIES

Chloe was a rescue presenting with aggression and anxiety.
Leah identified how her owner's language and correctional
approach was unintentionally creating emotional triggers
and imbalances for Chloe.  Leah also uncovered how both
owner and Chloe were mirroring past trauma, exasperating
the anxiety.  Leah facilitated pranic healing for both, and
instructed her owner on behavioral training cues including
the most effective tone, language and posture for Chloe.
Chloe is now more calm and relaxed, and they both have the
tools needed for a harmonious relationship. 

C H L O E

My session with Leah was invaluable when my dog was sick.  I am so
grateful for her compassionate care and ability to help me
understand how to best support my pet. 

Nancy - Jacksonhole, Wyoming

Leah is an animal communicator, pranic healer, and
behavioral specialist. She holds a Veterinary
Assistant's degree and received specialized training
for guard dogs and aggressive animals.  Leah studied
Animal Behavior & Neuropsychology at the University
of Washington before a car accident took her on an
alternate path. A near-death experience opened new
realms of spiritual and intuitive abilities. She has over
11 years experience studying and training with master
teachers in spirituality, energy medicine, and pranic
healing from all over the world. Leah currently
resides in the Sacred Valley, Peru and works with
clients and their beloved pets remotely.

ABOUT LEAH DIETZEN

Sammy was an older dog with Cushing’s Disease.  His
time was limited, so his owner wanted to support his
comfort prior to transition. Leah also identified an
unknown correlation between Sammy's symptoms and a
medical issue with his owner. She facilitated pranic
healing for both, and became a bridge for Sammy and his
owner to communicate, helping her to be at peace, and
for Sammy to be as comfortable as possible during his
final precious days. 

S A M M Y

HOLISTIC THERAPY & ANIMAL 
COMMUNICATION 

leahdietzen@
hotmai l .com leahdietzen .comWhatsApp/S ignal  

+  1  (949)  394 -  4013  


